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To Combat the Rat Successfully Is 

Largely a Building Problem. 

bubonic plague, and it has been proved 

that are active, although not 

exclusive, in spreading pneu 

plague, Only the prompt meas 

ures against these animals taken by 

the United States public health service 

prevented disastrous epidemics of 

plague in Francisco, Seattle and 

Hawali in 1900, in Porto Rico in 1912, 
and in New Orleans in 1914, 

Losses Due to Rats, 

The economic loss due to rats Is 

astounding. No extensive or exact 

statistics on the subject are available, 

but surveys of conditions existing in 

a few of the older cities of the United 

States that due to rats 

ure almost in exact ratio to the popu 

fations. In rural districts the losses 

are much greater in proportion to in. 

habitants than in cities, Assuming 

that there are in the United States 

only ns many rats as people, and that 

each rat in a year destroys property 

valued at £2, the total yearly damage 

fs about £200000000., To this must 

be added the expense of fighting rats, 
including the large sums paid for 

also rats 

agents 

monic 

San 

show losses 

traps and poisons, the keep of dogs | 
and eats, and the labor involved. In 

addition the loss of human efficiency 
due to disenses disseminated by the 
rat should be considered, 

Unclean and Unpatriotic. 
The man who markets unclean and 

Sithy milk ls especially unpatriotic, 

Should Interest Stockmen. 

Several Varieties Have Bean Adapted 

and Acclimated to Every Section 

of Country—Improves Fertility 

of the Soil. 

(Prepared by the United Btates Depart- 

ment of Agriculture.) 
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TO CONTROL INSECT DISEASE 

Gardeners Are Urged to Clean Up 

Plots and Burn All Dead Vegeta. 

tion Soon as Possible. 

The United 
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after killing frost this fall 
tion hy 6 of infested stock 

garden plants, and weeds after killing 

frost is the only known method of com 

hating the European corn borer, a dan. 

gerous insect pest of corn new to this 

country, and which has been found liv. 

{ing in corn fields of eastern 

chusetts 

If strenuous methods are not made 

to check this insect, according to the 

| bureau of entomology of the depart. 

ment, it will spread to the great field 

corn producing regions of the country, 

do incalculable injury to the corn crop 

and materially reduce the prosperity 

ae well as the food stocks of the na- 

tion. 

| The pest iz not definitely known to 

| occur outside of Massachusetts, but it 

| is possible that it may be present in 

| the other New England states. The 

insect came from Europe, and is es- 

| pecially injurious to corn in Austria- 

| Hungary, where it has been known to 

| destroy at least one-fourth of the en- 

| tire erop in a single year. During the 

| cold months it lives within the dead 

and dried roots of corn, the larger 

grasses, weeds, and garden plants, 

| Therefore the ease of destroying it at 

| this time by burning garden trash of 
the kind mentioned. 

* Discovery of the insect should be re- 

ported immediately to the state agri 

cultural college or to the bureau of en- 

tomology, United States department 

of agriculture, Washington, D. G 
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Gauze Ribbon. 

Cut In Wide Panel Back and Front, 

Gathered at Top to Bandeau That 

Fits Low on Head. 
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This original wedding veil is of two 

panels of chiffon gathered to a ban- 

deau, which is worn low over the 

forehead. 
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Cafe au lait duvetyn, with collar and 

pockets trimmed with Hudson seal, is 

the material in this smart 

The outfit is interestingly designed 

with many bone buttons. 

little suit 
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NEW AND SMARTER JACKETS 

Boxlike; Ends at Hips; Large Sheves | 

in Low Armholes; Fastens to 
Neck; Unbelted. 

Everyone's mind is not quite easy 
about the jacket that appeared in Sep- 

tember, observes a fashion correspond- 
ent. It was longer than usual, and in 

the American designs, it was cut with 

the irregular hem, some of the points 

reaching to and below the 

| These were especially effective 

the tubelike skirts, 

They seemed to be established, but 

now there creeps into the fashion a 

much smarter, newer jacket that had 

its sponsors in Cheruit and Lucile and 

Doucet in the Paris houses, It Is box 

like, it ends at the hips, it has large 

sleeves put into low armholes, it fast 
ens to the neck, and it is unbeited. In 

one instance, there is a touch of a belt 
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MAKING OVER VELOURS HAT 
Headgear That Is Too Large May Be 

Remade Into Latest and Pleas 

ing Style. 

A simple and effective way of 

ing over" a large, { 

lours hat is to cut a band perhap 

inch and a half wide from In 

Then take this band and pl it 
around the crown, tying the ends in a 

loose knot at the side or in the front, 

a8 one's taste There no 

question of matching colors, and 

curve of the hand makes the “trim 

unfashions 
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OCP 

dictates is 

the 
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If the hat is altogether too large 

| ent the band rather wider at the back, 

the fullness from being too capelike. | 

It is arranged In this 

Through two long buttonholes about 

five inches apart comes a band of the 

material which has a large oblong 

buckle covered with the material, or 

with suede in a color to match the 
fabric. 

Doucet’s jacket, which is cut out in 

square battlements at the bipline, 
where they are mounted on a strip of 

fur that runs up the front, is especial. 

ly attractive to the individualists, and 

Jt is copied In the best of the pew 
| models, 

There is no inclination in these new 

manner: | 

  

When the band is removed, a short 

back poke is left. The wide portion of 

the severed band may be cut in the 

shape of quills, the edges neatly wired, 

The narrower part should be cut in 

two or three strips and twisted 

around the crown, while the “quills” 

are placed in front. 

Remove Mildew. 
Take any common soap, sige accord 

ing to area of material that is affected. 
Cut soap in small pieces, add a little 

water to it and put on top of stove une 

til dissolved. When about the con 

sistency of cream take from the fire 

Stir in common salt and cover the mil 

dewed fabric with the mixture. Hf 

one application does not suffice, two 

will be sure to do the work, After 

applying the mixture expose to the 

ie for some hours and then wash  


